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Rock stars Greg Kihn, above, and Huey Lewis will bring their music,
 energy, and distinctive styles to SJSU on Feb. 20 and Feb. 26. 
Big 
names
 come to 
town 
By Craig Carter 
Why are Greg Kihn and 
Huey
 Lewis and the News 
playing 
SJSU just two days apart? 
Greg Kihn will
 play Morris Dailey 
Auditorium  Feb. 
24 and Huey Lewis
 will headline a "Trash the Ballroom" 
dance Feb. 26. 
These  two shows are the only big -name
 
rock acts the Associated
 Students program board has 
planned so far for 
this
 semester, yet they both 
are 
scheduled
 for the same week. 
The Huey Lewis show has been in the planning stage 
or
 months 
and was confirmed before Kihn's show was 
planned. 
Subsequently, Kihn told the board he could play only 
Feb. 24. The board decided to okay the deal because 
they felt it  was better to schedule Kihn for the same 
week as Lewis than lose Kihn all together. 
The board had originally hoped to schedule
 the Kihn 
concert for March. 
Both Gibson and 
represenatatives  of both bands 
said they are not
 worried that the close scheduling of the 
concerts 
will slow ticket 
sales. 
Both shows 
will  have closed -campus advertising, 
which 
means that there will be 
no
 publicity outside of 
SJSU.  This reduces 
the potential market
 from the entire 
South Bay to 25,000 students. 
The bands expect 
to make less money 
than they do 
at club 
dates.
 hut their representatives 
said the hands 
like to play college campuses. 
The 
program
 board faces little
 financial risk. 
Board members 
plan to lose from $1,000 
to $2,000 on 
the Huey Lewis concert,
 because tickets 
will
 only cost $4 
to students. Normally, tickets 





The  board chose to 
charge
 less as "a nice gesture
 to 
the students,"
 according to Dan Ross, 
program  board 
director. 
The Lewis show 
is the first dance 
concert to be 
staged 
in the ballroom in over a year. 
Modern dancing 
was banned last spring 
because  it caused the floor to vi-
brate, 
and 
officials  feared  
it might 
collapse. 
The floor was reenforced
 with steel beams during
 
the  winter 
break. 
Tickets for the Kihn show will cost
 $6.50, and Gibson 
expects
 a profit. 
Even if the show loses 
money, Gibson said, it 
wouldn't cost the board any more than
 $100, because
 the 
board is not putting 
any money up front for the 
Kihn  










most shows, the board 
pays  the artist an agreed 
fee and 
then
 takes its profit from ticket 
sales. 
The board is 
attempting
 to put together at least one 
more rock show this semester. 
Aside from the free noon shows, the 
board  normally 
offers























 it may seem, most of the buildings
 at 
SJSU  could brave an 
earthquake  of moderate strength
 
with little 
or no damage, according 




With the exceptions 
of
 Tower Hall, the Old 
Science  
Building and 
Dwight  Bente! Hall, 
the  campus is earth-
quake  safe, Zsutty said. 
He





 in the late 1950s 
when campus 
structures were 
being  erected with 
earthquake  aware-
ness and 
preparation  included in the 
planning stages. 
Zsutty,
 who is also former 
chairman of the 
State  Seis-
mology
 Committee for 
Structural  Engineers,
 said that the 
biggest danger
 would be falling 
fixtures and spillage 
of 
chemicals in the 
various
 science labs on 
campus.
 Structu-
ral collapse is 
highly improbable, he 
said. 
Zsutty said the design




 work as an 
advantage
 in the event of 
a 
quake. 






 of a blessing in 
disguise," he said.
 "The cam-
pus basically consists of plain, short buildings, so there 
wouldn't be any worry of tall 
structures  collapsing," he 
added. 
Zsutty explained that those buildings on campus 
which do not meet earthquake safety standards as pre-
scribed by the state could easily be brought up to stan-
dard by renovation. "Walls reinforced with steel beams is 
all that is really needed," he said. 
To tear down those buildings and construct new ones 
would cost five times as much as their present real estate 
value, according to Zsutty. "It 
would be easier and less 
costly just to repair the old ones," he said. 
Based on records of past 
earthquake activity in the 
Santa Clara Valley, a 50-50 chance exists of an earthquake 
of moderate strength occurring within the next 20 years, 
Zsutty said. 
Since a moderate 
quake  is one that registers between 
6.0 and 7.0 on the Richter scale, Zsutty said, "It'll take a 














from the Spartan Bookstore said 
Monday that they are not the 
only  
ones objecting to the magazines. 
Karen Hester, a coordinator of 
the Women's Center, said she and 
Leslie Schneider, a center volun-
teer, presented bookstore managers 




 of certain magazines. 
Hester also said that no one was 
forced to remove the magazines. 
Bookstore management merely 
lis-
tened to the 
"community,"  and de-
cided on their own to remove mag-
azines such 
as
 Oui, Couples, 
Response and Forum, she said. 
Hester  and Schneider have also 
met with Spartan Daily editor Dan 
Nakaso 
and  editorial page editor 
Julie Bonds about a recent Daily ed-
itorial that criticized the 
women's  
actions.  
Hester said she was angry be-
cause the Women's Center had been 
referred to as a "quasi -official 
group" in the editorial. The 
center  is 
an official group which recieves 
funding through 
the  Associated Stu-
dents, she said. 
The women were also angered 
by the sentence, "The magazines, as 
well as Hester and Schneider, have 
their place 
at SJSU. Hester and 
Schneider belong in the Women's 
Center and the magazines belong on 
the shelves." 
Schneider said she thought the 
statement
 was implying that, 
"women have their place and it's 
not to be outspoken in society. 
That's the job for men 
to do." 
Nakaso said he stood by the edi-
torial.
 
The main point, he said, was 
that the 
paper  did not think the 
women had the right to request that 




 market will decide what is 
salable or profitable." Nakaso said.
 
"Anyone has the right to sell any-
thing 
they want to." 
Nakaso also 
said he does not be-
lieve that 49 signatures
 represent 
the
 whole of faculty and students
 at 
SJSU. 







argued  that the 
store
 already had a 
policy  which 
would exclude 
certain publications 
from the  shelves. The 
manager does 
not have 
time  to go through the 
mag-
azines  all the time, 
Hester  said. She 








"We didn't pressure them,"
 
Schneider
 said. "We just
 went in 
and said how we felt." 
The fact that SJSU 
is a univer-
sity should be 
considered,  Schneider 
said. 
"Does this tthe magazines) 
really 
benefit higher education?" 
she said. 
There are not that many 
stores  
in the area 
where  school books can 
be bought, 
she said, but there are 
many 





 magazines out of 
the bookstore is not eliminating 
any-
body's right to buy
 them," Schnei-









Nakaso  said there are many 
publications he does not like
 to read, 
but 









 scarier to us than 
anything." 
The Women's
 Center is mainly 
against  violence portrayed
 against 
women,  Hester 
said.  She and 
Schneider plan to 




they find unoffensive, 
she said. 
"People need ways
 to express 
their  sexuality,"
 she said. 
Nominations





for  a faculty mem-
ber to sit on the California State Uni-
versity board of trustees will be ac-
cepted by the CSU state
 academic 
senate until Feb. 18. 
A letter 
announcing  the faculty 
opening was sent to all SJSU school 
deans, departments and full-time 
faculty 
by
 Theodore Norton, chair-
man of the SJSU academic senate. 
For  the faculty, the new seat 
means that they are now recognized 
by the board, Norton said. Previ-
ously, faculty members were not al-
ways allowed to speak to the board 
and could not attend meetings 
where the public is excluded, he 
said.  
Students and alumni are al-




The board of trustees
 develop 
system -wide policy for the I9-cam-
pus CSU system. The board is made 
up 
of trustees who are appointed by 
the governor for 
eight -year terms. 
The CSU
 Chancellor W. Ann Rey-
nolds is the 
board's  chief executive 
officer.
 
The CSU state academic senate 
is 
made


















and  Dane 
era perform with  the 
SJSU  Gamelan Si Betty Ensemble Friday 





close to two 
hours of excellent 
metallic  
percussion music 




Friday's  performance opened
 with "Fanfare." an 
instru-
mental work with a 





of melodic lines on top. 
The 10 piece SJSU Gamelan 
ensamble 
created a lively 
metallic sound picture 
despite  the repetitive 
rythm figures. 
"River Canon" introduced
 the dancers, who 
entered  from 
opposite  wings of the stage.
 Including Nancy 
Karp,  the Oakland 
based dance 
company  appeared with 
seven dancers. The dance
 
model involved
 sharply defined 
patterns, mostly 








 piece with a 
constant  
underlaying
 beat and 
rhythm pat-
terns that 
are repeated in 
different 
tempos
 on top. 
"Reminiscence"
 starts out 
with one dancer
 walking and 
turning
 in right 
angles.This  is 
being
 matched by 
opposite 
movements 
from  dancer 
entering  from 
other  side. Two 
instru-
ments  are used 
in this piece, 
a gong and a 
slentem.  Two 
more  
dancers
 entered and 
the four dancers




 included foot 
stomping  that 
became  part 
of the rhythm pattern. 
The 
relatively  simple 
rhythm model




























all  the 
music.  
"Music  for a 
Small 
Gamelan."  
was  a quiet, 
slow -moving
 in.  
strumental
 piece, 





 is for four
 dancers 




 used the whole
 stage in 








 in white 
with different
 colored 
sweatshirts  tied 
around




 the piece 




 end, and 
created  a 
distinct





 funded the 
free show, 
which  collided 
with the




















interested  in a 
nomi-
nation
 by petition 







also  be made by a 
ma-
jority  vote of a 
department,  without 
a petition. Candidates
 must be a tea-
ching faculty member
 and tenured. 
They must not hold any administra-
tion position higher than depart-
ment chair. 
If the trustee is chosen from 
SJSU, then that person would proba-
bly 
teach a partial load, Norton said. 
All nominations will be for-
warded 
to the state academic sen-
ate, who will vote on them. The sen-
ate will then
 forward a list
 of two or 
more names to the governor, who 
will 
make the appointment. 
Weather 
The National Weather 
Serv-




cloudy  weather with 












































vital  for SJSU 
The
 
Independent  Weekly, the only. 
alternative newspaper
 on this 
campus, may shut
 down this 
semester  because of 
a lack of funds. 
Spartan 




 which is encouraging.
 The Weekly is 
important to this 
campus
 and should not die. 
First of all, it is 
important  for the con-
tribution it makes
 toward supplying SJSU
 
students, 







 is a 









own  services, 
and it 












one  voice 
reporting 
and commenting
 on news in 
that 
community.  
The  Weekly 
is
 a second 






























































Will  be 









years, those two voices
 have 
often 
disagreed.  Not only has the 
Weekly  
interpreted
 events differently than the
 Daily, 
but because 
they are a weekly newspaper. 
they are able to take more time 
on many 
more stories and can write in a more
 in-depth 
manner. 
Finally, there is an 
issue of freedom. 
Even though the journalism department of 
SJSU is not a totalitarian regime, there is no 
disputing the fact that the Weekly has more 
freedom than the Daily. Freedom does not in 
itself ensure a better product, but it does 
ensure that all sides of an issue can, and most 




 Weekly is 
seeking 
$5,000. They
 requested it from 
Spartan Shops 
in Decembr
 and the final 
decision will be 
made on Feb. IN. 
Spartan




 on campus, which
 runs, among 
other things, the 
Spartan Bookstore and 
the  
Pub. 
Any profits made 
by them, beyond 
operating costs, must 
be chanelled back into 

































stereotype is out of 
date'  
Low quality music performed h) 
1.ing brats in 
outrageous 
costumes
 seems to be the general idea most 
people have of punk rock. Today, 
however,  punk rock 
has lost its original connotations and is merely a term 
describing fresh, 
somewhat
 innovative and original 
trends in contemporary rock music 
The term punk rock has existed since the late six-
ties. The two words punk and rock were initially com-
bined to describe the music of MC 5. iggy 







Tooges  and other bands. These bands 
had  a minimalist 
attitude towards rock and roll,
 meaning they sought a 
raw type of 
rock without gadgetry. 
According to 
Oxford  Advanced Learner's Dic-
tionary of Current English, punk is defined as worthless 
stuff. rubbish. 
According
 to the same dictionary, rock is 
defined as a highly rhythmic popular music for dancing. 
When the two words are combined the meaning is ap-
parant : a derogatory remark describing the music. 
In the seventies,  
music critics 
brought  the punk 
rock
 































attitude  was 
hostility 
towards society; 




























 ilitv toe ands society 
arid a prm 
mat  vi.i 
dress
 style. 
In terms of 
fashion, dressing 




 leather jackets 
and worn out 
jeans. In 
addition,
 make-up for 
both
 genders was a 
must.  
Punk
 rock had become




 very audible and 




almost  all new performers 
who do not fit 
any  other musical category 
are
 labeled 
punk rock by the music press. 
For 
example,
 although Talking Heads 
music is very 
much inspired 
by soul and traditional African 
music,  
and is far from the
 raw, primitive punk rock, the 
band  
was labeled punk rock by the critics. 
Dave Edmunds and Nick 
Lowe  both play traditional 
rythmn and blues. But they were new to the music scene 
and hence they played punk rock according to critics. 
Recent examples 
are the bubblegum pop of the Go 
Go s, the Stray Cats' rockabilly and the Beat's ska, 
reggea rhythms are all referred to as punk rock. 
This music and general attitude has very little to do 
with antagonism towards society, raw and brutal music 
or provocative fashions. Different than mainstream 
rock and roll, but hardly punk rock.. 
Emerging















 and punk 
rock  fashion 














 classification is tagged with the term 
these days; country and punk, funk punk,
 soul punk, 
punkabilly and electronic punk. 
Neither does the term 




 the newest beat is more 
important
 
than preaching anarchy in the United Kingdom. 
All signed 
articles on this 
page  are the 
personal
 


















the past few 
weeks  there has 
been  much 
discussion over
 the decision 
by
 authorities of 
the 
University











"scholarly  activity," 
has been the 
torpedo
 
that  has sunk 
many
 an aspiring 
academic  at most 
universities.
 Regardless 




 legislatures or 
boards






 tenure and 
promotion  
now without engaging
 in research and 
publishing the 
results of 
that  research. 
Exceptions
 have been made to 
this rule 
in disciplines 
where  it is 
difficult
 to hire 
faculty. 
We
 have also 
departed
 from this 
policy  when 
we have been 
unwilling  or unable 






 State we recognize that the quality
 of 
teaching is very important. Most
 RTP committees 
treat it as an 
important  criterion in evaluating can-
didates for tenure 
and or promotion. However, 
good  
teaching is not sufficient by itself, 
to
 achieve tenure or 
promotion. We are, as an 
institution,  very concerned 
about 
our  image in the academic world. We are not 
satisfied that our graduates perform
 well after en-
tering the world of government,
 industry and com-
merce. We must also be recognized by our peers on the 
faculties of other universities as being 
their equals not 
only in teaching, 
but also in research. 
Whether we are actually as good at 
research as 
Professors at Stanford or at 
Berkeley is beside the 
point. We must 
be
 striving lobe as good. 
Berkeley and Stanford have different 
objectives  
than San
 Jose State and behave accordingly. At those
 
institutions the faculty
 teaches are a two courses per 
semester,  has doctoral candidates
 to perform much of 
the basic 
work in research, has considerable 
support
 in 
seeking and obtaining 
research
 grants and is granted 
sabbatical  leaves 
of are 
semester  every 3 
and  
one-half  
years or two semesters every seven years. 
At 
San  
Jose State we 
tech four 


















performed outstanding research. It is important to 
note that this performance has been in spite of the 
structure rather than because of it. 
It is my belief that the criteria for tenure and 
promotion  lay too great emphasis upon performance of 
research and publication are unimportant, but because 
this emphasis results in faculties that tend to be 
identical. Like soldiers, we all have the same training 
and objectives.
 This can result in faculties totally 
lacking in diversity. 
In the 29 years I have been at San Jose State, I have 
seen many faculty 
members dismissed or not 
promotes who have performed well in the classroom 
and been liked by both students
 and colleagues. They 
had not published or did not have the final degree in 
their disciplines. In 
Engineering,
 Professor Donnelly, 
former head of Natural Science, was 
an excellent 
teacher and was recognized nationally. He was passed 
over for promotion because he 
had not earned the 
Ph.D. He quit in disgust. Prof. Fisher built up a good 
program  in environmental engineering but was 
denited tenure. I can cite numerous similar examples. 
We should have people on a 
faculty
 who are diverse 
enough to provide 
students  with the breadth as well as 
the depth in the field. In engineering, designers usually 
do not seek the doctoral degree because
 of their 
creativity is of a 
different nature. Similarly production 
and construction people are innovators in efficient  
methods but don't do research in the usual 
way.
 Our 
criteria prevent us from hiring and tenuring very 
capable people in those areas. Extending this line of 
reasoning to the business school, it is clear that the 
most 
successful  business people would never qualify 
for tenure in our school of business. 
I believe 
that
 we. the faculty,




 must know what is 
current in the 
field.
 We must also 
bring  this information 
into the 
classroom 
but it is not 
necessary
 for all of 
us to be 
researchers 
and publishers in 




























financial  aid 
system?
 










delayed my financial 
aid 
for three months. There's 
too much 
bureaucratic  red 
tape. 




Marshall  Jones 
Creative Arts 
senior 
No, as long as I turn 
the 
application 
in on time. It's 
great as far 
as I'm con-
cerned. I think everyone
 
should apply
 that needs to. 












 until the 
lines go 
down






















































No. They're right on 
schedule. 
When
 they say 
the money is going 
to be 
disbursed, it's disbursed. I 
don't have any complaints. 
Damon  Mcvea 
Undeclared  
freshman 
Swan Daily  I 
uesday February 




ee   





 for 34 
years,
 24 of 
those  
years

























































 It would seem















-- we do 
have






 the best 
t )1 the 







 you can get rid of in-
competa nt teachers if 
you  so desire. 
Q: Some
 critics of the education 
system have proposed year-round
 schools. 
six days -a -week
 schools or eight to ten 
hour days, what are your 



















that  area 
-- they used
 it eight,
 ten 12 












 July or 



























been my experience that the 
public thinks
 that teachers have
 a short 
day because they get 
to work about eight 
and they 
leave  about three. Most studies 
show
 and the last one I 
heard  of may have 
been two 
years  ago, that the
 teachers' 
average  work week is 
about 47 hours, 50 
hours is not out 
of the question, 
because  
they do take 
their work home,
 they are 
grading papers, they 
are  planning, it's not 
all done in the
 classroom in that
 five hours 
that they're in a 
class  with the boys and 
girls. I 
would not personally
 be opposed 
and I 
suggest
 this just to 
generate  a little 
thinking and 
talking
 in a class 
this
 mor-
ning --  that
 I would not be 
opposed to 
trying




teachers.  in which 
students would be 
on 
the campus from eight to three, and 
three 




for the next two hours
 the teachers would 




and  girls, and I hate to use the word 
interuption, so at that point they










planning for next weeks
 and tomorrow's 
lessons, things of that sort. In 
other  wods, 
six hours of teachings, and two hours for 
planning kind of think- and eight hour day. 
Then I would want them to close the 




people  do. 
Q: A recent headline on the front page 
of the San Jose Mercury read, 
'38 percent 
flunk skills test for new teachers,' what 
was your reaction 
when that story hit the 
papers? 
A: Well, my reaction was not one of 
surprise -- I like to be positive and say 62 
percent passed it; I 
think that would be a 
little
 better --I was more looking
 into the 
paper as to who 
they  were saying and
 at 
first 
glance it would appear that
 of all the 
teachers  who took this 
test,  only 62 percent 
passed  it; when we 
don't  know who took 
it; --there may 
have
 been a lot of 
college 
juniors  that took 
it to find out 




 on --I don't 
know; 
these  were not 
teachers,  these 
were 
people  who wanted
 to be teachers.
 I guess 
the other 
thing to be 
said





 of these 
people 
were college 
graduates  who 
really 
never had much




courses, so we 
might  say that
































well.  We 
have not
 been 
doing  a 










































 level we 
were 
trying

































A:Well, I think they are going to have 
to refine it. I 
kind  of wonder if a person 
who is going to be an 
english teacher 
necessarily 
had to pass the math -- the 
computation  part of that test -- 
in order to 
be a good teacher in 
grammar  and com-
position and 
literature  and so on, which is 
what we need. I think they'll refine it quite 
a bit. 




we ever turn that around? 
A:Schools 
are  pretty




















 regard, then 





 more of our 
people have sent their
 children to the 
private schools,
 to religious 
schools,
 and so 
they're certainly not 
going to be voting to 
raise 
taxes for the public 
schools when in a 
sense they 
say they are 
double  taxed 
That's why 
Reagan
 is now kind of 
fussing  
from 
time to time. You
 can hear it come
 
up. He wants 
to give them credit
 for the 
tuition 
that  they pay sending 
their children 
to private schools
 in K through 12, 
and so 
we've had 
this happen in recent
 times. The 
private 
schools have grown
 but it's 
because we've been 
permissive, the drug 





have sent them to those
 places where 
there is a better 
environment  for their 
children. 
We
 also expelled 
God  as Reagan 
said we expelled 
God  from the public 
schools. I 
don't  know if we ever 
did that. 
Maybe 
we should have, but 
I don't know if 
we did. Did you 




when  God had 
been  expelled 
from the schools 
and  schools are anti
-
religion.
 Schools are not anti
-religion or 
anti -prayer,
 or anything of the 
sort.  You 
pray if you 
want  to but that's your
 
business.  It's what 
our  society really 
stands for -- 
you go  to church 
or
 don't go 
to church, you belong 
to
 another religion or 
don't. That's
 kind of up to you. And we do 
have  to some degree at 




 the real 
purpose  of the 
public  schools -- 
to kind of 
perpetuate  and 
improve
 this American




 think is pretty
 good with 
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On Feb. 10, the Spartan 
Daily printed yet another
 
article on 
the  proposed Rec 
Center, this one reporting 
that plans to include a 
swimming
 pool in the 
facility have been aban-
doned. This news came as 
no surprise to me or anyone 
who voted against the 
center when 
it was first 
proposed; we recognized a 
swindle when we saw one 
but 
unfortunately  must 
now subsidize that scam. 
A majority of voters, 
though, had the numerical 
strength to have the 
initiative approved. Cer-
tainly they, blind believers 




under -the -sun recreational 
facilities, must now admit
 
that they were pledged a 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
gold mine but given the 
shaft. I do not know how 
many of them envision the 
Rec Center with same 
enthusiasm as they once 
showed, but I suspect that 
now they only number two 
or three. 
The issue of the Rec 
Center must be recognized 
by all to be a white 
elephant that must be 
abrogated. 
Those who 
approved the center with 
their vote should not be 
surprised by further
 cuts in 
the
 number of facilities 
they were promised. Those 
of us 
who voted against the 
center and who now
 hide a 
sarcastic
 smirk of 'I told 
you so' should not be 
made  
to 
continue  to throw money 
at an impending fiasco. 
We must all stop the 
Rec 












I think the housing 
office should reconsider its 
new central policy. No one 
said life was fair, but new 
dorm residents should
 hay 
e a better chance of getting 
a room than by gambling 
with  their future housing. 
This is my 
second 
semester as a resident of 
Hoover Hall and I'm living 
in a dorm now 
because  I 
applied early and paid my 
fee on time. 
I did not have to play 
poker with the housing 
director, dean of student 
servics 
and  CSU Chan-
cellor.  
It's bad enough when 
some students in impacted 
majors have to throw 
the 
dice when reserving their 
classes, 
but  to join a lottery 
to get 
a foot over your head
 
is outlandish! 
Bill  McKendall should 
pull  his head 
out  of the sand 
and see that
 just because 
the 







Some of my 
friends 




 State to 
live in 
the dorms
 and if they
 must 
gamble to get a 
space, they 
might as 








All letters must bear 
the writer's name. 
signature, 
major,  phone 
number and class standing. 
The phone 
number  is for 
verification purposes, and 
will not be printed. The 
opinions in letters are those 
of the writers,
 and do not 
necessarily represent those 
of the Spartan Daily. 
Letters can be 
delivered to the Daily. 
upstairs in 
Dwight  Bental 
Hall, or to the information 
center on the first floor of 
the Student Union. 
COMPLETE  SELECTION OF CURRENT 
TITLES  
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay 
BARGAINS BY 
THE  100's ON OUR SALE TABLES
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The man  was Howard Robard Hughes 
His 













no longer builds 
airplanes  
but  the 
discoveries
 
and exploration of ideas continue 
The company's





























 Engineering  Materials 
 




Requirements may vary 
Check  with 
your 
placement  office for more details 
Find
 out how you can 
be
 part of 
the 
continuing  Hughes Story in twelve 
Southern  
California





Write yourself in 
Hughes Corporate 
College  Relations 
Dept
 NC. Bldg 
C2/11711
 








(See your placement office for an 
appointment  I 
Equal Opportunity Employe, 
U S 
Caltensfup  Required 
&IMMO
 new world soh 
dettroflirf 
Write
 yourself in, !HUGHES 













top of the 
situation  
at Friday's
 match again st Stanford, 
beating
 the 

















Spartan  wrestling 
team bounced 
back
 Irom a 
disappointing
 loss to 
Bakersfield  State 
by thumping the 
Stanford Cardinal
 wrestlers 33-9 Friday. 
The 
Spartans  took seven
-of -10, winning 
the  first six 
matches








 pinning Bert 
Fukunaga 2:09 
into  the first 
round. 
Senior  John 
Middlestead  147) 




 Jeff Bradley 
with 4:54 elapsed 
in the 
match. 
"I think he ( 
Ciprian got surprised."
 said head coach 
T.J. Kerr.
 "I don't think he 
got up for the match
 too much. 
The guy went
 out and took him 
down, but I think 
his  pride 
took over and he 




 was pleased 
with




mentioned  that a 
couple
 of losses were 
disappointing. 
The
 Spartans lost 




190) lost to Doug Perkins 8-2. 
"He (Perkins)
 kind of jumped 




 said. "and then he 





_ _ _ 
"It was a 
good
 match," Kerr said. 
"but  when we're 
looking to win the meet, the 
win  is a lot nicer." 
Don 
Knox  ( 
167)
 lost a tough match to 
Tom  Mullen, but 
Kerr  said the freshman 
is moving along well 
and only 
needs  more time to reach his potential. 
The other loss came
 in the heavyweight division 
when 
Jerry 
Morrison lost to Flint Pulskamp
 15-3. 
"I 
think the fact that he was 
wrestling a very small 
heavyweight
 had an 
affect,"  Kerr 
said.  "I think he 
took it 
easy on the guy. 
"Sometimes  I 
think
 there is a 
point  where 
you  don't 
want to look like a 
bully." 
Kerr
 said that 
Morrison
 got behind 
in




 couldn't score 
any points. 
Morrison also 
controlled  the 
third
 round hut was 
unable to 
overcome  the 
point  difference 




 host the Cal 




 in the Men's 
Gym.
 
The loth  
ranked Cal Poly
 team has always
 been a big 
rival for the Spartans,
 and this promises




 are looking for 
their  20th win of the 
dual 
meet
 season, but Kerr 
emphasizes  a different 
point. 
"It's 
not our 20th win," 
he
 said, "it's a win 
over Cal 
Poly. That's what it 
comes  down to. 
"There's 
a big rivalry there,"
 he added. "For
 the 
program's
 sake and for 
recruiting  sake, we 
would like to 
do well 
against  them. It should 
be a very intense 
meet."
 





 are trying 












 pretty good 
intensity," 
Kerr
 said. "I've 
been 
telling
 them that 
for the next 





 so that we 




as tough a line-up
 as possible." 
The PCAA finals
 are scheduled for








Moving Greg Vinson 
from center to forward 
Saturday  night may not 
have been 
the deciding 
factor,  but it sure did help, 
as the Spartan 
cagers 
broke a 
Iwo -game losing 
streak, beating Long Beach 
State 75-62 in front of 1500 
fans at 
Civic Auditorium. 
The move,  designed  by 
Spartan coach Bill Berry 
to 
rejuvenate a struggling 
defense,  was effective, as 
Vinson and his fellow 
Spartans held the 49ers 
to a 
measly :38.7 shooting 
percentage
 from the field. 






10 6-5. 12-10 
overall. 
Chris 




leading the Spartans with 












Rowland  had 
the 
hot 
hand  in the
 first 
half.  
making four -of -five from 
the 
field, and ended
 up with 












edged out too 30-26 lead at 
the buzzer. A bright spot 
for SJSU was its six -of -
eight from the 
free throw 
line, where they have been 
struggling for the past few 
weeks. 
Long Beach jumped 
out to an early lead, helped 
out by Michael Zeno's two 
3 -point shots. But the 
Spartans, once behind by 
five, hit a flurry of shots 
and 
caught  up, despite 












49ers  with 18 
points, while Ray 
Mosby.  
and Zeno each
 had 10. 
Turnovers were not a 
big 
problem  for 
the 
Spartans, who 
gave  up the 









 ( nine). 





































































Although injuries kept 
him out of five games 
in the 
1982  
season, Moore was the 
lone 













































 and free 
safety 
during 


























































































will  get a 






































































 68.65 and 
coming in 
third. 







































out the rest 
of
 the season,  
putting a 
serious
 dent in 
the Lady Spartans' overall scores, according to coach Lyn 
Cross. 
However, individual contributors for the Spartans 
"had their best meet so 
far,"  Cross said. "Everyone 
improved their best scores by almost one point," she said. 
But because of their lack of strength in numbers,
 the 
Lady gymnasts will travel to 
Washington  State with 
doubts of winning Friday's meet, 
Cross  said. 
Washington will compete 
with a full team, 4-3 on the 
season. 
Individual victory, rather than team wins. are the 
hope of the Lady Spartans.
 
"At this meet our team members are looking to im-
prove their own scores so that individuals can qualify for 
regional meets," Cross said. 
Freshman forward Diane 
Augmon  conies down with a rebound and a 
defending UOP player 
during
 a 
contest  with the Tigers last 







contest 7874, but returned to
 action 
Saturday




















































-Good  Any Time 
150 E. San 










































































































































and Internships Available 
Throughout









left, Carena Clay, Fresno's 
leading scorer, 
averaging  
15 points a 
game,  fouled out 












































 on a 
sour
























































































































































































Saturday  night, date night USA, and













 heart. The answer to 
your dilemma
 may be 
Great
 
Expectations,  The Bay Area Singles
 












that  lets you see by 
video  
















Angeles  office of Great 







View, and she was a member. 
"When
 I bought the 
franchise,"
 Walsh said, "I had
 
antasies  of meeting lots of different 
women,  and this is a 
wonderful  way to do that. Then I 
met Annie." Great Ex-
pectations will celebrate
 its sixth anniversary




 March 1. It 
currently
 has 3,000 
members  locally 
and 20,000 nationwide.
 "Approximately
 45 percent of our 
members
 are female, 
never  more, never 
less," Walsh 
said. "Women 
in Santa Clara 
Valley
 are less adventurous
 
than  the men, but the
 Newport Beach office
 has nine sin-
gle women 
to






 the typical 
single
 person that 
joins 
Great Expectations is 
"non -macho, educated, 
liberated,  
aggressive and adventurous. 
"This 
service














because they have a 
goal




 successful is 
extremely  busy 
with  
work or studying, 24 




"By  using these 
facilities,




would normally take a year
 to do. If 





 the street you are 
attracted
 to, 
they  could 
be mar-
ried, gay, bisexual or psychotic." 
Walsh said the 
service
 is for singles that are not
 inter-
ested in bars, discos, or churches
 as outlets for meeting 
other singles. "This service is for busy men and women 
who are 
dissatisfied
 with the quality of people they are 
meeting,"  he said. 
There have been 200 marriages among 
members
 of 
Great Expectations in the six
 years they have been in the 
area,  and also  some divorces. "Some of the divorced 






 students from SJSU, Stanford Univer-
sity, University of Santa Clara, Foothill College,
 and De 
Anza College, are 
frequent  users of the service. "Most of 
the college students," he said, "are women." 
The first step in becoming 
a member of Great Expec-
tations is to make 
an
 appointment to come in and 
talk to 
one of the membership directors
 and look around the lav-
ishly decorated, spacious offices. Walsh 
said  that the first 
visit 
usually
 takes two or three hours. 
Lowest 
















































 This form 
is a way 
of
 letting the 
staff at Great 
Expectations
 get to 
know the 
prospective  
member,  and 
he or she 
expects
 to 
gain from joining. 
Those interested in joining, then fill out a "member 
profile," which is a one page autobiographical informa-
tion sheet 
that contains current vital statistics, and 
spaces to fill in information such as "What  I 
Like
 To 
Do:' "Who I Am" and "What I'm, Looking For." 
"The member profile lets you 
know  a lot about a per-
son before you 
go




 Great Expectations. "These
 questions are a good 
way to find 
out what a person is like and if their 
interests 
are compatible with yours. 
The profile also
 includes pictures of 
members "doing 
what they like to do:' 
Potter said. The photographs are 
usually polaroid
 snapshots of members in 
various  activ-
ities such as sailing, skiing 
or
 maybe playing with their 
favorite  pet. 
A lifetime membership
 at Great Expectations costs
 
POO,
 which entitles a new 
member  to 30 selections of 
other singles per year. "After the year is up, it turns
 into a 
'passive membership'. You can be selected, but you can 
make no 
selections
 yourself," Walsh said. "You can still 
use the facilities, go to events and 
travel.  If you want, you 
can re -up and buy an additional 30 selections for $300." 
"We don't like
 to quote 
fees






 or a college 
student, we 
try  to be 
flexible
 and come
 down on 






the  service," 
she  said. 
A five minute video 
tape
 interview is made 
of each 
new member by 
"trained interviewers."
 The tape aims
 to 
simulate  a casual 




all of the tapes 
come off this 
casual.  The 
member
 
is put in front
 of a tropical 
backdrop  
complete
 with a palm 
tree 



















someone  is 
not
 pleased with 






 A period 
of
 seven days is 
al-
lowed  for 
retaping.
 After that, comes
 the $25 charge 
for  a 
new tape.
 "The first 




The  completed 
video
 tape and 
member
 profile are 
en-
tered into the new 
member  books for a 
period
 01 30 days to 
avoid 
repetition when 




Then  they are put into the member profile library. 
Everything here is arranged
 in alphabetical order 
according to first names. No last names or 
addresses are 
revealed unless both parties agree to meet. 
Video tapes are
 viewed in individual
 booths equipped
 
with a video tape 
machine,  television, 
headphones  and a 
comfortable chair. 
"Viewing the tapes and 
looking



























































































 is, you can look 




 a person they
 would like 
to
 
meet,  the selected 
person's  name and 
membership  code 
is 
written  on an activity 
sheet,  and a postcard is 
sent. The 
selected party 
comes to the office, views the 
suitor's  tape 
and 
profile,
 and then writes 






 are not accepted over the telephone.
 "If 









Walsh  said there is no 
chance of meeting 
a 
potentially  dangerous 
person through 
their  dating serv-
ice. 
"I feel I 
should  get an 
honorary
 degree in 
psychol-
ogy,"  Walsh said. "I 
have interviewed 
over
 9,000 people,  
and we 
have never had 
a problem with 
members. I really
 
feel that I 
know people," he 
said. 







profiles  and in 













 "The loser willnot 
have  a good experience
 here be-
cause he or she 
has set up their lives
 to be losers," he 
said.  
This dating
 service also provides
 a roommate serv-
ice,
 an employment and 





Sunday,  we have events like 
river rafting, 
biking, volley ball, 
water  skiing, anything that's fun," 
Walsh said. 
"Almost  70 percent of our 
members
 meet 
through video and 30 percent 
through
 our events. We also 
have two or three large




 a "kind of 
supermar-
ket for business 
professionals,"  and said 




with  the service. 
"If you want
 a one-on-one 
relationship  or multi
-dat-
ing, you get what you 
want,"  Walsh said. 
And either  sex 
can  ititiate the process."Most women 
have to wait for 
someone to ask them to dance," Walsh 
said, "Here, they get the 









































SJSU 8 PM 
TICKETS












SUMMER  JOBS Good 
money S S Parks lisheries wilder 
nese ratio. 





Guide ' 1983 
employer  listings 
94 95 Alesco 
15261 Sobey Rd 
































 Bear Kit 






Beermakers  of 
Amen. 
1040 N 
Oth Sr 288 
6647,













Pay  Worldwide 
travel 




$300 for int ormetion
 SEAF A7( 
DOW 
B4 First 













ancestory  Los 
Olivos 
Medical
 Clinc Call 
358.0431
 
WORSHIP  AT CAMPUS 
Christian  Cen 
ter 
Sunday Lutheran
 10 45a III 
Catholic 4 00 
and 8.00p m 
Prayer group




 Ministry 298 0204 
for worship counseling
 programs 
and  study 
opportunities
 Rev Nat 
elle She..
 Fr Bob Hayes. Sr Joan 




 V6 Great could
 Must sell 
$850 or Wo Pl..





 75 491, 





277  8624 or 
415  
366 6907 
f OR SALE FIAT
 81 comer 
Take  over 
pm. 
That s di Low




4736   
81 























pretty, Quiet Ili 
*slay  way to 
hrIghten 
any abode Only $80
 00 
complete Cell
 Ton 268 7323 




Energetic  parson 
elny 
with good communication 
skills 
011118S  include interviewing 
end evaluating applicants. show 
ing and renting units, book..p 
mg typing 45 accurately, 10 key 
touch  Must
 have own car and be 
able to work weekends P,T 20 to 
25 hours per week $400 to 




 8th  
HANDYMAN 
IPERSON1  1 repair 
plumber. 
2 painter !expert). 3 
floor layer & Ple layer. 4 electrical. 
5 or 
all
 of the above For apart 
men,,  near 
campus  57 pei hour 
Call Don 295 7438  
LIKE TO EAT' N.d calm 
V Become a 
distributor 
for Yurika Food Prod 






 and ...ewe 
neur
 base completed  novelty 
product ready for 
distribution  
Need marketing and creative pro 
motional essistance No invest 
mean required Wage. A healthy 
percentage of all sales SlOk in 
wanton, Samples 
available  Phil 
293 6296 
NIGHT 
DRIVERS  9pm 2am Car with 
insurer-ice required
 Part time 






 . Auatre 
Ii. . Aste All 
fields
 $500 51200 
monthly 
Sightseeing  Free 
into 
Write IJC Boa 52 
CA
 313. Corona 
Del 









 co Some 
heavy  lifting 
Work
 hrs 1 to 5pm Wed
 Th  
Fro and
 9.1 to noon Set 
Steady 






recreation  positions 
at $4 7.0;ht 
Ftexible
 hrs Call June 998 4400
 
HOUSING 
BEAUTIFUL  Thr the 
garden apt 
Actor's
 Mr., horn 
SJSU  Carport 
and courtyard Available
 to lease 
at 6385 tho Cell 
192  5452 lot 
ppointment lose. 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE companion 
In form  close 
relationship With e 
handicapped
 man I m a wily Out 
going  person Please call Brien el 
298 2308 
RECENTLY REMODELED. huge lap 
pro 1000 sg ft I 2br unlur 
rushed security apt W,parking 
Only one blk from SJSU New car 
pel AEK. frost Ir. frodge. 880 
area Rec room. laundry Available 
to lease at $530 mu Cell 292 
545210, appointment lose. 
SJS MALE 00000 male share 2 
bed.
 1 bath apt et Saratoga & 
Moor Pk 1190 
5150  dep 247 
6563.257
 day. 243 71400,,es   
STUDIO APARTMENTS
 4275 to 
11295 Near commis 
One  person 
only No pets 
First and lest plus 
1100 Off street parking and laun 
dry room 
452 5 3rd Call Pat 
295 7438 
THE HACIENDA
 INN and San Jose Res
 
idence Club Cored spacious fur 
nished rooms 
Weekly  rates 560 
Ii, 
690  Utils Pct Linen
 IS house 
keeping serv Off 
street parking. 
laundry
 facilities 2 blocks
 from 
SJSU 202 & 134 S 1111, 111 
WWII 












See Dr Lapin in Bust 
mess Tower 7631,,
 call 415 837. 
0191 
CHIDLFSS  COUPLE with infertile wife 
wants single 
or
 divorced Cauca 
sten women to carry than child 
WillIng to pay medical and ma 











Indicate  age and 
ages
 01 




Box 9932 Sim 
Jose 95157  
CHRIS 
Pl.. call Nancy from
 Sante 




CEREMONIES  &mple 
beeutlful no 
bloodtest
 State h 
cen. provided Anyplace
 Min 





BECAUSE OF YOUR 
FANSTASTIC  RE 
SPONSE I am repealing my offer 
Bare  it all. Stop shaving was 
ing 
tweesing
 or using Chemical  
Deptlitorles Let me permanently 
remowe
 your unwanted  hair !chin 
bikini tummy moustache
 etcl 
15% discount tostudentsand far 
Lilly Call before J11116 1 1903 and 
get your 1.1 spot 
a'5,
 price 569 
3500 Gwen Cholgren RE HAIR 
TODAY GONE TOMORROW 11345 





















 (near cam 
pus) 
DENTAL/VISION 
PLAN fot studAnts 
Enroll now, Save your teeth and 
eyes and also money
 Information. 
AS 
office or phone 371 
8811. 
OUT THERE 











 music evadable for 
Wm video etc 
Complete record 
ing 









 and protection at 
reason*
 

























 woo. Rea 
sonable
 
rel.  You 






 DIEGO or LA Weshtng 
ton's birthday, Feb 19-21, 579 
Roundh. Mike 292 5504  
STUDENT TRAVEL 
SAVERS  AMST 
in, 598
 Era 569 Lon
 549,
 Per 
739 Australia 591 N Zeeland 
530 Hong Kong 655 Tokyo 695 
Plus 
all
 passes. st IDs, AYH, 
Tours end much more, Calbcome 
in 
Council  Travel ICIEE1 312 Sut 





 TYPING fost.dependa 
ble, conscientious 






736 8910  
EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE 
Reports.  
them.
 resumes, letters 
Fast  end 
accurate 
Word  proc 
available  
249 0412. SC  
GET IT 







job and the right
 price, Eimer 
with 
thesis di.. 
term  papers. 
es
 well 
as legal and ate! 
typing  
Roe Itts . 
etc done by 





Jan  238 
7663
 




IBM Select,. Ill used Anything 
typed 3rd yr typing for SJSU 510 
dents & 
teachers  Call Audrey 
998-6216  
'NOW 
IS THE TIME. ETC  and your typ 








Call Mrs Ryan for
 guarrent.d pro 




PAPER TYPING Service 
Award winning 
typist
 for speed 
and ...racy Rept   
thesis 




performed on IBM 
Selectric  
II spectelteing m 





 Guaranteed deadline and 
quick turn around
 I look forward 
to worlong with 
you  this semester 
10 mm  
from  SJSU Jane 251 
5942 
PROFESSIONAL
 TYPING Resume 
thesis reports produced on word 
processor Close to campus All 
formats end APA From 8200 
double spaced page 923 3901 
PROFESSIONAL 
STENO  TYPING 
SERVICE 




 experienced, de 
pendable 
Reasonalble  rates 
Will  
correct spelling 




evadable  Call Linda 
at













 Scott & 
Benton, 980





 Selertric III. 









 E xpenenced 
in masters reports. dissertation.
 
Approved  by SJSU Grad.. Of 
lice IBM Set II 
South  Son Jose 9 
am to 9 p m et 227 9525  
TYPING
 Reesonable
 o   Sunnyvale
 
Town Center 
area Peggy 730 
8969 
TYPING WITH T L C SERVICE 
11 25rpg All Unwed., formats 
IBM Sok... III Great resumes, 





 356 2085  
TYPING
 51 
25rpage  1 type 90wpm 
have 10 years miperience 
and use 
an IBM Correcnng 
Selectric II 





cases  Salts 
faction 

















printing  for 
easy 













































































































/40 00  
10 lines 155 00  
15lones
 $70 00 
Phew 277.317S 










































City    
Ph, 
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSOODS
 
San Jose State 
Oneonta.,  
San Jan Caldrons 95192 
Enring,
  




 .1", ,k1.411 lo 0 
I 
 Consecutive publication dr.. 




















area residents,  hoping 
for  a 
chance to perform 
on
 the new Disney pro-
gram "Up
 and Coming," auditioned
 Satur-
day
 at the Student
 Union. 
Those who showed up 
didn't  have much 
competition. 
Only  50 to 60 people showed 
up.  




Bernard.  He conducted all of the 
California 
auditions  for his 
show.
 
Bernard said IOU people auditioned at 
(SC. 100 at Cal
 State 
Northridge,  and about 
.I5 at San Francisco 
State.  
When asked about his 
impression  after 
the 
first






 more people 
should have 
come,"  said 
Constance
 Dixon, a journalism
 
junior. 
"If you have the 
faintest idea you 
have some 
type  of talent you 
should  go to 
things
 like this." 
Dixon
 sang a selection from the play
 "A 
Chorus Line." 
One of the groups that 
auditioned
 were 




who attends Evergreen 
Valley Col-
lege: and Eric Barbary 
and  Anthony Russell, 




"They were kind 







 manager of 
Sonic Wavers,






 the other hand,










 heard about 
the 
auditions  from a 
friend who attends
 SJSU. He 
plans
 to pursue a 
professional 
career  on 
Broadway.
 









 Shops food 
service, also

















"Right now my fingers 
are crossed and I've got so 
much 
butterflies  in my 
stomach,"




couldn't even strum the in-
strument right, I 
was so 
nervous." 
Bernard said the win-
ners of the audition will be 
called early this week. 
They 
will perform on one 
episode of the 26-episode 
series, 
which  will be filmed 
;it SJSU March 5. 
The 
show will be on Dis-
ney's 
new cable channel in 
early  
May.  
Between  10 to 12 acts 
will




















 PLANT BITTER NO, 
'Ay StitAIURNE 















By Larry Hooper 
In an attempt to dissuade students 
from driving alone to SJSU, the office of 
traffic and parking operations 
will
 spon-
sor a Transportation Fair Tuesday and 
Wednesday in front of the Student Union. 
"Even if we can get students to use 





 bikes -only one day a 
week,  it would significantly reduce the 
parking problem we 
have  on campus," 
Commute 
Coordinator Keith Opalewski 
said.  
"It would save 
them money any-
way," Opalewski added. 
Representatives  from 
County  Tran-
sit, the parking 
office  and local bike 
shops  will be at the fair, offering
 infor-
mation on the services







hand out schedule 
information
 and free 
one-way bus 
passes to familiarize stu-
dents with the buses, 
Opalewski
 said. A 
wheelchair
-accessible,
 lift -equipped bus 
will also be on display. 
"They'll also be looking for testimo-
nials
 from regular riders for 
radio  spots 
to publicize the system,"
 he added. 
Carpool applications
 will be avail-
able from the 
parking  office at the fair. 
Applicants 
will be matched with 
others  







will  also be available
 for 
$22.50 at 


















when  the garage 
is closed, he 






said  that 
there are 
usually
























 of 10 to 
15 people
 





 for a 









































and  other 
local  
bike
 shops will also
 be at the fair 
promot-
ing  the use of 
bicycles  for 
transportation  
rather than recreation. 
Spartan Shops 
will be at the 
fair 
renting available bike lockers 
The lock-


















 of Joe West 
Hall will be 
able
 to study under
 








 lights will 
in-
crease  useable light
 by 450 percent,




 of Auxiliary 
Enterprises. 
The lights should
 make the 
dormitories  more 
energy  
efficient. 
Handley  said the
 incandescent




power  delivery 




 lights will 
have  the power of 
35 candles. 
The 
six  brick 
dormitories  also 












 is a Pacific
















cost of this 
project will
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 will be 
saved  in 
costs
 
within the first year. 
In the 
dormitories,  
Leonard  said 
the annual 
energy 
costs in the 
six brick 
dormitories  is 
estimated 
at




 such as 
an increase




 affect this 




project  is 
part






















































   
The Society of 
Profes-
sional Journalists will have 
a general  
meeting
 at 4:30 
p.m. today in DBH 208. 
All 
members should attend. 
   







































   

















   
Student Organization 
Services is now accepting 
applications from students 
interested in being Orien-




tions and sign up for inter-
views in Student Programs 






applying is Feb. 25. For 
more information call 277-
2187. 










having  a 
meeting
 at 7 to-
night

















































   
The Financial Man-
agement Association will 
have  an 
organizational 
meeting at 5 p.m. today in 
the S.U. Costanoan
 Room. 










Valley Fe, COolf.,  
IC sit, Antonio Road 
San Jose 
Call 95128 
Mt View (,a111 
94040  
2498700
 941 3600 
HOURS  
or M F Set 9530 Sun








is presenting a slide show 
on "Backpacking and 
Climbing in the Sierra," at 
7:30 tonight in the
 S.U. 
Guadalupe Room. 
   
Office of Traffic and 
Parking Operations is hav-
ing a 
Transportation Fair 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. today 
in front of the Student 
Union. 
   
The 
"Overcomers'  ' 
will show a movie about 
the future of mankind at 
7:30 tonight 
in the S.0 
Loma 
Prieta  Room. For 
in-




   
A1ESEC 




 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, 




   
The Campus 
Ministry 
is having a 
Bible study at 
noon today in the S.U. 
Mon-
ta I vo 
Room.  
   
California Public In-
terest  Research Group is 
having a general 
meeting
 
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesay, 
Feb. 16 in the S.U.
 Costa-
noan 
Room.  For informa-
tion call Doug at 277-8562. 
   
The SJSU 
Karate  Club 
is holding 
a self defense 
class for men 
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Roundtrip  Airfair 
San  
Francisco -Kahului 
non-stop  
 Delux 
room 
at 
Luhaina
 
 
Transfers
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